
MICROSOFT 365 

SECURITY ASSESSMENT

Security 

IS YOUR MICROSOFT 365 ENVIRONMENT AS SECURE AS IT NEEDS TO BE? 
Security is at the forefront of every organization’s concerns. A lack of security poses a real threat to your business. The Microsoft 
365 suite contains numerous products and features designed to keep applications, data and users secure, while providing 
advanced notification of security threats from many  sources.

Maximize the benefits of Microsoft 365 by performing a security assessment of your current environment to determine where 
there are gaps and how Microsoft 365 can help address the risks. We can help you understand some of the features that may 
have gone overlooked and educate you on the benefits of Microsoft 365 E3 or E5 Enterprise. 

FEATURES

The Microsoft 365 security assessment will  provide:

 � The most value from Microsoft 365 security features

 � Identification of security risks and what features are available to mitigate them

 � Knowledge of best practices on deployment, management and integration

 � Insight on how to secure business-critical applications, data, devices and users

 � A roadmap for adoption of security features

The following are covered in the Microsoft 365 assessment:

 � Review and validate business needs and technical requirements

 � In-depth assessment of Windows 10, EMS and Office 365 security features

 � Educate your organization on best practices and tools to mitigate security risks

 � Identify security risks in your current production environment

 � Develop roadmap on features to implement to maximize value
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BENEFITS

 � Review the security features of Office365, EMS and Windows 10 Enterprise

 � Understand your current risk level with the current  configuration

 � Learn best practices on deployment, management and integration

 � Establish a roadmap to implement security features to reduce exposure to data and users

 � Understand how Microsoft 365 can provide an integrated experience to managing security

WHO ARE WE? 
With more than 900 coworkers in offices across the country, CDW Canada helps customers achieve their goals by delivering 
integrated technology solutions and services that include security, cloud, data centre, networking, collaboration and digital 
transformation.

WHY CDW?
 � CDW is uniquely qualified to design IT solutions that remove complexity and unnecessary costs from your organization. 

Our experts become part of your team providing the support you need, when and where you need it.

 � We can help you navigate Microsoft’s robust array of solution offerings.

 � CDW is an end-to-end provider of cloud applications, solutions and services in public, private and hybrid cloud 
environments. Based on your business demands, we can help you plan, deliver and manage a flexible cloud solution tailored 
to your needs. We offer best-of-breed providers, risk mitigation strategies and dedicated, personalized expertise to deliver 
economic and operational benefits.

 � We get Microsoft, and we can share our knowledge with you so your organization can spend less time managing software 
and more time putting it to work.

For more information, contact your CDW 
account team at 800.972.3922 or visit  
CDW.ca/services

The terms and conditions of product sales are limited to those contained on CDW’s website at CDW.ca. Notice of objection to and rejection of any additional or different terms in any form delivered by customer is 
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